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Abstract. Soft biometrics such as the gender, age, etc. can offer relevant infor-
mation for person identification. The hand-based modalities are widely studied
for conventional biometric recognition for various applications. However, a little
research attention is grown to tackle soft biometrics using hand images. In this
paper, human gender classification is addressed using the frontal and dorsal hand
images. For experimentation, we have created a new hand dataset at our Univer-
sity, denoted as U-HD 1, representing sufficient posture variations at an uncon-
trolled environment. We have collected the sample hand images of 57 persons to
incorporate more user-flexibility in posing their hands that incur additional chal-
lenges to discriminate the gender of the person. Five state-of-the-art deep neural
architectures are used as the backbones, and a simple deep model is used for the
human gender discrimination. The method achieves the best 90.49% accuracy on
the U-HD using the Inception-V3 model.

Keywords: Convolutional Neural Networks · Soft Biometrics · Hand Biometrics
· Gender Recognition

1 Introduction

Soft biometric characteristics (e.g. gender, age, ethnicity, etc.) are very essential for
several biometric, commercial, surveillance, and forensics applications [15], [16]. To
discriminate an individual, these kinds of personal ancillary information (soft biomet-
rics), mainly the human face, palmprint, hand shape, gait, and others are analysed over
the years [28], [31]. The face and hand modalities are predominantly explored by the
biometric community, mostly for the biometric recognition, and related other applica-
tions in the wider areas of artificial intelligence, machine leaning, and pattern recog-
nition. Among several physiological modalities, hand-based traits such as palmprint,
fingerprint, hand geometry, etc. are getting profound research interests [1], [7], [25],
[29], [30]. Hand shape and palmprint are well-known traits, suitable for personal veri-
fication as a conventional (a.k.a. hard) as well as soft biometric traits [2], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11], [20]. Other than traditional biometric authentication, such as at-
tendance maintenance, hand images can also be useful for anti-spoofing [12], liveness
detection [14], CAPTCHA verification [11], gesture recognition [26], gender classifi-
cation [25], and other pertinent applications. These diverse applications are also de-
veloped using other traits such as face, fingerprint, etc. (uni-modal) and/or their fusion
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(multi-biometrics) [17], [19], [21], [27], [32]. However, a little research interests are
focused in the direction of soft biometrics relying on the frontal/dorsal hand images.
Thus, our main objective is to determine the gender of a person from frontal and dorsal
hand images which are collected at an unconstrained and contact-less environment with
sufficient posture variations.

Traditional gender recognition systems follow a general pipeline with subsequent
stages [33]. After pre-processing, diverse types of hand-crafted features are computed
for classification [4]. Though, these methods offer a good solution, yet, suffer from
certain limitations, such as manual supervision during feature extraction and selection.
Many existing methods cannot produce high performance for a larger dataset. Thus,
recent works are employing the convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to boost the
performance for a larger dataset with less manual supervision. The advancements of
CNNs have attracted a significant research attention which can outperform conven-
tional methods. The effectiveness of CNNs is relies on salient feature extraction from
multiple-stacked deep layers in an end-to-end pipeline which is used for a broad range
of computer vision and pattern recognition problems [23], and biometrics [30].

Fig. 1: Proposed method for gender recognition. The CNNs use input hand images, and
compute the deep features which are pooled in two paths (global average pooling and
global max pooling); and finally, combine them prior to classification. Sufficient pose-
variations are considered during sample collection which is illustrated in the left-most
grid for a randomly chosen female-user from U-HD.

Recently, the efficacy of CNNs has been explored using hand shape and palmprint
[2], [5], [35], [36]. However, the application of CNNs for gender recognition is not
fully explored. In this work, we propose a simple and effective baseline deep archi-
tecture for gender classification from hand images. A new hand dataset is created our
University laboratory, denoted as U-HD. It contains a wider range of variations in hand
pose which is novel than other existing dataset, such as 11k [2]. Sample images of the
U-HD illustrating ample posture variations at different environmental conditions, are
shown in Fig.2. The main contributions of this work are two-fold:

– A new hand database is created for gender classification, representing the frontal
and dorsal hand images at unrestricted and sufficient pose variations.

– A fusion of pooled deep features, extracted from the state-of-the-art base CNN
architectures is applied to assess the performance for gender classification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related work is studied in Section 2,
proposed method is described in Section 3, and experimental description is given in
Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
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2 Related Work
Earlier gender classification systems are developed using the region and boundary fea-
tures of the hand based on Zernike moments, Fourier descriptors, and fusion strategy
[4]. The geometric features of the palm images are also tested for gender classification
in [33]. Geometrical measurements of the right hand are used for this purpose from 50
Iraqi adults in [3]. Recently, few approaches are devised using the CNNs to address this
problem. One such relevant approach is 11k hands [2]. It provides a larger hand dataset
for both hand biometric verification and gender classification using palmar and dorsal
hand images. However, the sample images are captured at a controlled environment on
a contrasting white background (see Fig.3). It follows a two stream CNN model, con-
sidering the color images and local binary pattern (LBP). It attains 94.2% and 97.3%
accuracy for palmar and dorsal hand, respectively using the pre-trained AlexNet model.
Global and Part-Aware Network (GPA-Net) also evaluates the performance on 11k
hands for biometric verification [5]. A method for multiple attribute estimation using
multi-CNNs from hand images of 11k hand dataset is presented in [24]. Gender and
ethnicity classification using palmar hand images of the NTU-PI-v1 database is pre-
sented in [25]. Five state-of-the-art CNNs are fine-tuned and tested on the full hand,
segmented, and palmprint (RoI) images, and 88.13% accuracy for gender classification
is achieved using the DenseNet. In addition, a deep learning based method is proposed
recently in this area using the fingerprints in [29].

In this direction, other modalities such as face, ear, palmprint, gait, etc. are also
explored by the researchers [13], [22], [34], [18]. Inspired with this progress, we have
studied a simple deep model for gender classification using a new growing hand dataset.

3 Methodology
The proposed method fuses two branches of pooled feature maps in the deep network,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Let, the original RGB hand image is I ∈ RH×W×3, where H and W

represent the height and width of the input image with 3 color channels, respectively.
We use a backbone convolutional neural network N(∑i ωi.xi+bi) (weight ωi, input xi,
and bias bi at ith layer) to extract the deep features F= N(I) ∈ Rh×w×c from I, where
h, w, and c represent the height, width, and the number of channels of the convolu-
tional feature maps respectively, obtained from the last layer of the base CNN. Next,
we apply the global average pooling pavg (GAP) and global max pooling pmax (GMP)
to down-sample the spatial feature dimension by selecting the informative features via
two different paths, fa = pavg(F) and fm = pmax(F). It aggressively summarizes the fea-
tures in the feature maps and maintains the translation invariance property. Both of the
pooling are important to emphasize on the most important feature as well as the aver-
age value of the feature map. Therefore, mixing them can be an alternative choice to
consider the benefits of both which is applied here. Now, these two feature vectors are
combined to generate a high level convolutional feature map fc = fa⊕fm, where⊕ is a
linear concatenation function. Finally, the softmax predicts the probability (ȳ) to classify
the gender from the input image, ȳ[0,1] = softmax(fc). To solve binary classification
problem, ‘0’ is labeled for the ‘female’ and ‘1’ is assigned as the ‘male’ class.
F= N(I); where F ∈ Rh×w×c; I ∈ RH×W×3; and N(∑

i

ωi.xi+bi) is a CNN (1)

fa = pavg(F) and fm = pmax(F); fc = [ fa⊕ fm]; and ȳ = so f tmax( fc) (2)
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3.1 Implementation

We have used five backbone CNNs and fine-tuned on the target dataset. Particularly, the
VGG-16, VGG-19, Xception, ResNet-50, and Inception-v3 are used for feature extrac-
tion from the last layer of the respective model. Then, we apply the GAP and GMP via
two different paths (see Fig.1). Finally, these two paths are concatenated and followed
by the softmax layer to generate the output probabilities for recognition. The binary
cross-entropy loss function is used for optimizing the training process.

L =
1
k

k

∑
i=1
−[yi.log(pi)+(1− yi).log(1− pi)] (3)

where, pi is the probability of class-female, and (1− pi) is the probability of male-
class, k is the number of data samples. The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer
is used with a learning rate of 0.01. The model is trained for 100 epochs with a mini
batch-size of 16. The input image-size is 448× 448× 3 and applied the standard data
augmentation, horizontal-flip ±0.2, and rotation ±0.2. Pre-trained imagenet weights
are used in the base N(.) for faster convergence in the learning task. The output feature
dimension (F) of Xception base CNN is 7×7×2048, and it varies for other CNNs. After
pooling (GAP and GMP), the feature space becomes fa = fm = 2048 and concatenation
generates fc = 4096 features. A dropout regularization rate of 0.2 is also applied to
avoid the overfitting problem. Lastly, the dense layer with softmax produces binary-
class probabilities within [0,1] for the gender classification of the persons.

4 Experiments
We precisely describe the biometric sample collection from both sides of a hand. Next,
some experimental analysis using five base CNNs are provided.

Table 1: Dataset description: frontal, dorsal, and combined both types hand images
Gender Persons Frontal Dorsal Combined Both

Training Testing Training Testing Training Testing
Female 17 92 50 105 40 197 90
Male 40 220 112 254 82 474 194
Total 57 312 162 359 122 671 284

4.1 Proposed Hand Dataset (U-HD)

A new hand dataset is created at the departmental laboratory (Computer Science) of
our University, named as U-HD. It contains the right- and left- hand frontal and dorsal
images of 57 persons, including the UG and PG students, researchers, and professors,
mostly are from Computer Science department. During image acquisitions, 15-17 hand
images are collected from each person using a Samsung digital camera at 72 dpi with
sufficient posture, lighting, and environmental variations. The image size is 1536×2048
pixels. The age of the persons ranges from 18 to 50 years, with Asian ethnicity. We have
maintained the ethical issues and privacy of the users during the sample collection.
There is no financial/commercial gain involved in this work. These are clearly specified
to the participants based on which they have agreed upon to provide their biometric
samples. Detailed specification about this dataset is given in Table 1.
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The motivation of creating a new dataset is mainly the posture variations and user-
flexibility. In this regard, sample images from 11k dataset are shown in Fig.3. It shows
the clear environmental and image acquisition conditions, little posture variations, and
high image quality (1200×1600, 96 dpi) which might not always be possible in read-
world scenarios. In contrast, we consider more challenging image acquisition set-up
and incorporate more variations. This dataset is still in growing phase. Sample images
from our U-HD are shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 2: Sample hand images from U-HD. Left: intra-class posture variations (frontal and
dorsal) of the same male-person. Right: inter-class pose variations (frontal and dorsal)
of various female-person, showing different background and lighting conditions.

Fig. 3: Sample images from 11k Hand dataset [2]

4.2 Gender Classification Results

The Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve is widely used metric for evaluating
binary classification problems. Also, Area Under the Curve (AUC) computes the ability
to distinguish between the classes which can be used as a summary of the ROC curve.
A higher AUC indicates a better performance of the model to discriminate the female
and male classes. Here, we have used the accuracy (%) and AUC (%) metrics.

First, we evaluate the performance using the frontal and dorsal hand images sepa-
rately. Then, we combine both types of samples together for assessment. The results are
given in Table 2. The experiments are conducted in Google Colaboratory (Colab-Pro).
As the data samples for each types are not sufficient for a deep framework, therefore,
the models could not learn efficiently to render very good performance. As more sam-
ples are included in the dataset, the CNNs learn better and improve the performance. It
is evident from the results in Table 2.
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Table 2: Performance (%) of various CNNs for gender classification using the frontal,
dorsal and combined both types hand images

CNN Frontal Dorsal Combined Both
Model Accuracy AUC Accuracy AUC Accuracy AUC

VGG-16 74.10 80.65 80.70 91.92 84.15 87.95
VGG-19 74.70 80.88 74.59 82.63 82.74 87.33

ResNet-50 82.53 87.58 90.16 94.42 88.73 92.20
Xception 87.35 92.79 92.62 93.70 90.14 93.44

Inception-V3 84.33 91.26 92.62 94.59 90.49 94.25

(a) VGG-16 (b) ResNet-50 (c) Xception (d) Inception-V3

(e) VGG-16 (f) ResNet-50 (g) Xception (h) Inception-V3

Fig. 4: Gender classification performance on both hand-types using various CNNs

(a) VGG-16 (b) ResNet-50 (c) Xception (d) Inception-V3

(e) VGG-16 (f) ResNet-50 (g) Xception (h) Inception-V3

Fig. 5: Performance on dorsal hands for gender classification. Best view: zoom-in
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In addition, we have plotted the training and testing accuracy during the learning
process for the combination of both types of samples in Fig.4. For a clear predictive
evaluation, the confusion matrices of the various deep models are also shown. Con-
fusion matrices are useful to conceptualize other standard metrics such as precision,
recall, and specificity. In this test, the best performance (accuracy: 90.49% and AUC:
94.25% ) is achieved using the Inception-V3. Also, the Xception has attained very close
results. However, the VGG models can not perform well compared to the other CNNs.
The VGG-16 and VGG-19 are also computationally expensive (in terms of model pa-
rameters of the network) than the other models such as Inception-V3. Therefore, the
Inception and ResNet family can achieve better performance on this dataset.

Fig. 5 shows few exemplary results on dorsal hands, as shown in Fig.4. Though,
promising results are obtained for this challenging task, yet, we can not compare the
performance with existing methods directly due to dissimilar dataset. In near future, we
plan to compare the performance of our dataset with others, such as 11k.

(a) dorsal (b) layer-2 (c) layer-5 (d) layer-9 (e) layer-13

(f) frontal (g) layer-2 (h) layer-5 (i) layer-9 (j) layer-13

Fig. 6: Feature map visualizations from various convolutional layers of VGG-16.
4.3 Feature Map Visualization
The feature maps from the various blocks of VGG-16 model are shown in Fig.6. Here,
we have considered the last convolutional layers of the main blocks of VGG-16 for
visualization, and the indices of those layers are: 2, 5, 9, and 13. It is clear that at the
initial layers, the low-level feature maps can represent hand shape with finer details.
For more deeper level, the CNN reflects more abstract high-level feature representation
with less details of the hand shape. It is an inherent characteristic of any deep model.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new work on gender classification using the hand
images which are collected at our laboratory. The performance is evaluated using five
standard base CNNs on 57 female-male persons. The accuracy reflects that the dataset
is more challenging than the existing one. Thus, there is an ample scope to improve the
performance further. The dataset is under preparation and growing with a goal to collect
more samples from more people. In future, we plan to develop a new deep model for
both hard and soft biometrics and their fusion for wider applicability.
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